
HURLEY 1XI vs Great Kingshill – 30th July 2016 

 

HURLEY win by 6 runs 
 

HURLEY 
N Akhtar b Wright 21 

D Simoes lbw b Graham 52 

N Fernando c MacKenzie-Crooks b Wright 4 

Sc Taylor b Hallatt 7 

R Brown st MacKenzie-Crooks b Prothero 35 

G Double b Hallatt 9 

P Ridgeway c Sistla b Lassater 16 

J Kemmis-Betty b Crangle 15 

St Taylor c Auld b Crangle 0 

V Bhagwani Not Out 0 

T Ahmed b Lasseter 0 

 Extras 15 

 Total 174ao 

BOWLING 

L Wright 11-2-43-2 J Graham 4-0-23-1 

G Lasseter 7.2-4-16-2 M Crangle 8-3-21-2 

N Hallatt 12-1-45-2 A Prothero 3-0-22-1 

 

GREAT KINGSHILL 
M MacKenzie-Brook c Simoes b Sc Taylor 30 

A Hallatt b Akhtar 25 

A Prothero b Akhtar 6 

N Hallatt Run Out (Brown) 6 

G Auld b Akhtar 4 

L Wright lbw b Akhtar 5 

R Sistla b Sc Taylor 8 

M Free c Akhtar b Kemmis-Betty 41 

J Graham b Sc Taylor 0 

G Lasseter b Sc Taylor 5 

M Crangle Not Out 9 

 Extras 29 

 Total 168ao 

BOWLING 

R Brown 8-2-29-0 N Akhtar 9-1-33-4 

J Kemmis-Betty 10.1-5-17-1 V Bhagwani 3-0-26-0 

Sc Taylor 11-1-47-4  

 

A game that ebbed and flowed like Donald Trump’s hair had a nail biting finish and this 

reporter re-writing the report in his head at least 3 times. Another tremendous effort by the 

skipper to get 11 players on the field, if not half an hour before play but at least almost by the 

time he had won the toss and elected to bat.  

 

Naeem Akhtar (21) promoted himself to open to fill one of the many gaps in Hurley’s line-up 

and quickly got into his stride milking the vacant opportunities behind square. His expansive 

play was his downfall as he drove over a Yorker from Luke Wright (2-43) with the score 37-1. 

The ample presence of Nally Fenando (4) helping out his old club walked for a tickle down 

the leg-side as Hurley battled against some lively pace from 14-year old George Lasseter (2-

16). Dave Simoes (52) has been a rock this season and he took the initiative in a 45 run 3rd 

wicket stand with Scott Taylor (7) as the edge through slips and third man proved profitable. 

Taylor went to an ill-judged pull when Hurley were well placed on 90-2. This became 117-5 as 



Nick Hallatt (2-45) prospered. The irrepressible Greg Double (9) has not so much an arc as a 

gallery, but when he tried some subtly he lost his off-stump. Ross Brown (35) was stroking the 

ball like Blofeld’s cat as it purred to the boundary. A crucial stand of 42 with Phil Ridgeway 

(16) was broken with Hurley well placed on 159-6 and poised to pass 200. An impressive 

debut from the impressively named John Kemmis-Betty (15) was launched with his first ball 

whizzing to the long off boundary. However, at 174-6 his 10 ball cameo was ended by Mark 

Crangle (2-21) as Hurley then disappeared faster than a Gatting pork-pie in the space of 19 

balls falling criminally one run short of a 4th batting point with Crangle and Lasseter steam-

rolling the tail inside 46 overs.  

 

Mark MacKenzie-Crooks (30) and Alex Hallett (25) kept out the pace of Brown (0-29) and the 

subtle in-swinging pace of Kemmis-Betty (1-17) to build an opening stand of 52 in 18 overs 

with Hallatt surviving a spill at point with the score on 40. The switch to super-hero Akhtar (4-

33) yielded immediate results as his second ball crashed into Hallatt’s stumps. Scott Taylor (4-

47) found a good length and Dave Simoes took an excellent catch behind to remove the 

other opener, 70-2. A remarkable spell of 6 overs saw Akhtar take 3 wickets, Taylor two and 

Brown smartly ran out Nick Hallatt as the visitors spiralled to 99-8. Game over, car started and 

in gear. But there was no accounting for the precocious talent of 14-year old Max Free (41). 

His last wicket stand of 42 with Mark Crangle (9not) saw Hurley fielders and supporters slowly 

shrinking as an unlikely away win came closer. Finally Kemmis-Betty had Free-hitting to long-

on where inevitably Akhtar pouched the catch with 6 runs the difference.  


